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Taking pride in depicting
Kannada heritage, culture

The school celebrated Kannada Rajyotsava on
November 2. There were scintillating dance
performances by the staff, support staff and

others. The costumes created a kaleidoscope of
colours that mesmerised all present.
Bharatanatyam, Kodava dance, Yakshagana,
Kolata, Nandi Kolu, Kamsale and Dollu Kunita per-
formances were presented. 
An eco-friendly sustainable campus project was
inaugurated by the chief guest, political secretary
to the CM S R Vishwanath and Roopa Gururaj. Dry

leaf composting, banana plantation on mulch, grey
water management, kitchen garden, terrace gar-
den, vermi composting, vermi culture and a herbal
garden are the various projects that have been
taken up. This supreme effort to create something

organic and sustainable is indeed commendable
and noteworthy. 

The school showcased the talent of its students on the auspicious
occasion of the 65th Kannada Rajyotsava. They depicted the proud
heritage of Kannada culture through the online platform and left the

viewers spellbound with their terrific performances. The programme
started with the lighting of the lamp. The head boy led by introducing the
programme. Songs were sung as a tribute to the beauty and majesty of

the state. Primary students dressed up
authentically, as great personalities
Kitturu Chennamma and Onake Obbava,
displaying the actor within. Dance per-
formances, by high school children, were

stupendously choreographed. Ample information on the various symbols -
the state flower, fruit, flag, song, emblem, bird and rivers was presented. 
The team effort and coordination between the teachers in charge
Vidyavathi and Roopa and the students were clearly evident. The cultural
programme ended with
the reading of a viva-
cious poem written by
Roopa .The special
assembly concluded with
a motivating thought by
the school head boy.
Celebrations are only
excuses, but the eternal
oneness and the zeal of
the school to 'move for-
ward ' amidst challenges,
will be forever etched
and cherished in the
hearts of the Excelites.

T he school celebrated Rashtriya
Ekta Diwas with great zeal and
patriotism.

The highlight of the event was  the
online quiz competition organised
by the department of school educa-
tion and literacy, ministry of educa-
tion, government of India. Students
were enthralled to receive participa-
tion certificates on the spot.
India is a secular country with diver-
sified cultures and  significances. As
an endeavour to solidify the bond of
oneness and unification, the school
celebrated the birth anniversary of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel on October
31. Various activities were conducted

virtually  to extend heartfelt appre-
ciation for the involvement of the
great leader in the freedom struggle
and for laying a foundation of a uni-
fied country fused with oneness. The

idea was to infuse the young future
generation with values integrated
with the knowledge and adoration
for the country's rich heritage. 
The programme started with the
school anthem, followed by virtual
lighting of lamp. An impressive
speech was delivered by deputy

head boy Yashas P Raju of class IX,
a video on the significance of this
day was shown to the students.
Students also enjoyed watching a
patriotic song. A patriotic dance
was performed by Gayathri
Vasudevan of class IX, after which
activities were conducted for the
students.
A drawing competitions on the
theme Celebrate The Spirit Of India
and slogan writing on the theme
Unite The Nation were held. 
It was an event filled with joy and
the spirit of unity. 
The occasion conveyed the message
of unity and harmony.

VISHWA VIDYAPEETH 

The school celebrated Karnataka
Rajyotsava on November 1,
2020. 

The programme was conducted online
for all students and staff, and students
from classes IV  to X participated
enthusiastically. A melodious group

song highlighting the importance of
the Kannada language was sung by
class V students. Students of class IX
danced with colourful and vibrant cos-

tumes to the popular song "Hacchhevu
Kannadada Deepa". Students dressed
as renowned personalities like Sir M
Visveswaraya and Sudha Murthy, and
narrated their life and achievements. A
special mention must be made of a
student, who depicted the mythologi-
cal characters Arjuna and Babruvahana
through mono acting. The participants
and comperes spoke Kannada with
confidence and flawlessly highlighted
the rich heritage, culture and history
of Karnataka.  
The whole event was a feast to our
senses and projected the versatility of
young students!
Manjunath D N, HOD-Kannada

PSBB LEARNING
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

MG SCHOOL FOR
EXCELLENCE 

A clutch of abilities, this
game helps me destress 

Ilike playing first person shooter games
because it gives me a lot of satisfaction
and acts as a stress buster for me.
Of late I've been playing a multiplayer

first person shooter game called 'Valorant' ,
developed by Roit Games. It is a 5 vs 5 play-
er game where there are multi-
ple rounds. You buy different
weapons and powers each
round with the money saved
in the previous round. The
game feels like a mix of many
other games I've played before.
I found it pretty easy to under-
stand and play. Currently, Valo-
rant features five maps to play at random.
Some have key map features like Haven's
third bomb site and Bind's cross-map tele-
porters, that accelerate site rotations. But all
in all, there are small details in the maps that
give them an aesthetic appeal and make them

similar to each other.
All of the Agents in Valorant have four

abilities. I love the different kinds of agents
and the abilities they possess, with agent
'Raze' being my favourite. Raze is a Brazil-
ian agent who is explosive and aggressive
but can also quickly get herself out of sticky

situations. Most of her abilities are de-
structive in nature and helps in creat-
ing a lot of damage on the opponent,
making it easier to play well.

Since it is always played in a team of
five, I love playing the game with my

friends who enjoying playing as
much as it do. I really wish

for an Indian agent to be
introduced into the game.

I personally rate it a 8.5/10.
Sudhiksha Innanje, class XI, DPS South,
Bengaluru

TEACHERSPEAK

Getting students
hooked to reading,
through quizzes

My generation is used to enjoying the
early morning steaming cup of coffee
with the freshly printed newspaper in

hand. It brings you the
world in a nutshell. It
is good to inculcate this
habit at a very young
age.

While trying to get
our children into this
habit we encountered
the problem of inap-
propriate pictures and
irrelevant information
for them. The solution
to this problem came in
the form of the student edition of The Times
of India, the TIMES NIE. This not only gave the
students all the relevant information about the

happenings all
around the world, it
also gave them an op-
portunity to put their
thoughts to pen, write

articles and create wonderful art work  for pub-
lishing.. The pleasure of seeing their work, their
name or photo in print is priceless. The rich
gamut of topics - Science facts, nutrition, health
and psychology, book corner, student articles,
art corner, teacher speak, travel article, week-
end plan and sports page - truly making it a
treasure trove of knowledge for young impres-
sionable minds. It was enjoyable to see the stu-
dents discussing the articles or solving the puz-
zles in the break time, holding their copy in
hand.

This year with the e-version of the paper
we were faced with the challenge of motivat-
ing the students at home to read the paper. We
decided to conduct an online quiz based only
on the content from Times NIE to get them more
involved. This way we got the students hooked
on to reading the paper and we had an enjoy-
able session of quizzing in classes V to VII.

I'm sure conducting a quiz will work won-
ders in getting the students to read the paper
on a daily basis.
Jadila Rajendran, junior school coordinator

AAVISHKAR
ACADEMY

Infusing the values of unity and
harmony in young students

EUROSCHOOL NORTH
CAMPUS 

A trek to a fort that is worth exploring 
No matter how you look at it,

these are very confusing
times indeed. Due to the on-

going pandemic, the travel and
tourism sector has been badly af-
fected. However, that doesn't mean that
there are no exciting places to explore.

One weekend I made a trip to Gudibande
Fort. It is about 75 kms from central Ban-
galore and is a perfect weekend getaway and
a popular trekking destination.

The fort is a beautiful ecological land-
mark and also holds much historical sig-
nificance. The fort was built by the local
chieftain Byre Gowda in the mid-17th cen-
tury. Though no battles took place in the

history of the fort, many clashes with neigh-
bouring chieftains were recorded.

The climb up the fort involves a lot of
trekking over various tiers of the fort, so
it is recommended that you pull on a good
pair of shoes for the climb. It is important
to remember the various turns and paths
of the fort to help climbing back down the
hill fort. It takes over an hour to reach the
top of the fort, where there are aqueducts,
large structures that store water. There are
also many shrines and  a temple dedicated
to lord Ram.

As the climb can be tiring, it was im-
portat to bottles of water. There are many
eateries and restaurants in the town at the
foothills. You can also carry your own food
and arrange a picnic near the various des-
tinations under the fort.

On the same route as Gudibande, there
are various tourist destinations such as
Sabbanahalli lake, Skandagiri hills and
many view points on neighbouring hills.
These destinations are also worth visiting.

The trip to Gudibande is a long one. But
it is definitely an experience you will nev-
er forget!
Ayush Shenoy, class VII, DPS Whitefield,
Bengaluru 



Match 2 of the
edition saw DC
take on KL
Rahul-led KXIP

in Dubai. With
KXIP opting to

bowl first, they had
DC reduced to 13 for
3 before Marcus
Stoinis’ quickfire 53
off 21 balls, laced
with 7 fours and 3
sixes, propelled DC
to a healthy 157 for

8. In reply, KXIP
were on the
mat with 55
for 5. However,

a masterclass
from opener

Mayank Agarwal (89
off 60 balls) kept the

run-chase alive as he
played a calculative knock
and timed his inning per-
fectly. With him falling on
the penultimate ball, and

scores tied, KXIP pushed to
the first Super Over, with an
identical score. Kagiso Rab-
ada’s lethal pace and yorkers
led DC to a memorable Super
Over win, chasing just 3 runs.

Match 9 produced
another thriller, this
time at Sharjah.
The batting-
friendly and
smallest of the
three IPL
venues led
to a total
score of 449
runs with the
fall of only 8
wickets. Despite a
hundred from
Mayank and a
sedate 69 from KL
Rahul, KXIP man-
aged to post 223
for 2. In reply, RR
skipper Steve Smith
and Sanju Samson’s rapid
knocks gave a perfect
platform in the tall run-
chase. After Samson’s
departure for 85, off 42
balls, RR fell considerably
behind, thanks to Rahul
Tewatia before the left-
hander turned it around
remarkably with a 30-run
over off Sheldon Cottrell, to
make it the most successful
run-chase in IPL history.

RR VS KXIP

Match 10 saw heavy-
weights MI and Kohli-led
RCB squaring off in an

intense tie. Batting first,
RCB rode on half-cen-
turies from Devdutt

Padikkal, Aaron Finch
and AB de Villiers to post

201 for 3. With Rohit
Sharma and Quinton de

Kock out, MI required 124
off 52. The last five ove-

rs’ heroics from Ishan
Kishan-Kieron Pollard

saw MI level RCB’s score.
In a Jasprit Bumrah-
Navdeep Saini Super

Over face-off, the latter
emerged on top on way

to a remarkable win. 

Lockie Ferguson bowled an
exceptional Super Over to
lead Kolkata Knight Riders
to a thrilling win against
Sunrisers Hyderabad in

Match 35, Abu Dhabi. KKR
scored 163 for five. The

Hyderabad side ended at
163 for six with David

Warner staying unbeaten
on 47. Ferguson then took
two wickets in the Super
Over and conceded only 2

runs. KKR easily scored the
required three runs.

Producing thrilling cricket
in a heart-stopper, Kings
XI Punjab, riding on con-
secutive boundaries by

Mayank Agarwal and a six
by Chris Gayle off Trent
Boult, chased down 12 in
the second Super Over to

stun the Mumbai Indians in
Dubai. Agarwal had earlier
pulled off a goalkeeper-

like save to deny Pollard a
certain six at long on. MI
took 11 off Chris Jordan in

the second Super Over.

Q1:
In which year did Sourav

Ganguly make his Test and

ODI debut?
a) 1996 and 1992  q b) 1999 and 1992  q
c) 1990 and 1996  q d) 1999 and 1994  q

Q2:
Against which countries

did Sourav Ganguly make

his Test and ODI debuts? 
a) Sri Lanka and South Africa  q b) Australia
and England  q c) Pakistan and Zimbabwe  q
d) England and West Indies  q

Q3:
In how many Test matches

did Sourav Ganguly make

7212 runs?
a) 110  q b) 111  q c) 112  q d) 113  q

Q4:
In how many ODI matches

did Sourav Ganguly made

11363 runs? 
a) 320  q b) 322  q c) 311  q d) 325  q

Q5:
How many wickets has

Sourav Ganguly taken in

his Test career? 
a) 32  q b) 48  q   c) 42  q d) 49  q

Q6:
How many wickets has

Sourav Ganguly taken in

his ODI career? 
a) 100  q b) 101  q c) 102  q d) 103  q

Q7:
Against which country did

Sourav Ganguly play his

last Test match? 
a) Sri Lanka  q b) Australia  q c) New
Zealand  q d) England  q

Q8:
Sourav Ganguly played his

last ODI match against
_____________________. 

a) West Indies  q b) Australia  q
c) Pakistan  q d) England  q

Q9:
Sourav Ganguly was

handed a 6-match ban

by ICC match referee Clive

Lloyd in 2005. Why was he

handed the ban?
a) Waving shirt  q b) Refusing to carry drinks
q c) Slow over rate  q d) Dissent  q

Q10:
What is Sourav Ganguly’s

highest score in ODI?
a) 175  q b) 175 not out  q
c) 183  q d) 183 not out  q

Q11:
What is Sourav Ganguly’s

highest score in Tests?
a) 295  q b) 239  q c) 283  q d) 280  q

Q12:
Ganguly’s repertoire of

shots on the offside

earned him a special nick name. What

was the name?
a) Prince of Calcutta  q b) Bengal Tiger  q
c) Dada  q d) God of the Offside  q

Q13:
Sourav Ganguly’s career

had come to a standstill

before being resurrected by a

scintillating hundred on debut in

1996. At which cricket stadium was

the match held?
a) The Oval London  q b) Melbourne Cricket
Ground  q c) Lord’s Cricket Ground  q
d) Old Trafford Cricket Ground  q

ANSWERS: 1 a) 1996 and 1992   2 d) England and

West Indies   3 d) 113   4 c) 311   5 a) 32   6 a) 100

7 b) Australia   8 c) Pakistan   9 c) Slow over rate

10 c) 183   11 b) 239   12 d) God of the Offside

13 c) Lord's Cricket Ground   

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

CRICKET QUIZ |  Sourav Ganguly

S
unRisers Hyderabad (SRH) captain David
Warner on Tuesday said that the team has
done well to turn around its fortunes since
falling to a 12-run defeat to KXIP while chas-

ing a target of 128 last month. SRH stormed into
IPL playoffs on Tuesday with a 10-wicket win over
top-ranked MI. Skipper David Warner (81 not out
off 57) and Wriddhiman Saha (58 not out off 44)
played a valiant knock with an unbeaten 151-run
opening stand to chase down the 150-run target in
17.1 overs. IANS

My hamstring ‘absolutely’ fine,
says Rohit after SRH game
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Diogo Jota scored a stunning hat-trick

in Liverpool’s 5-0 demolition of

Atalanta in the Champions League .

Liverpool and Bayern run riot in

Champions League as Real Madrid edge

Inter. Liverpool are well on course to

top Group D, with Ajax and Atalanta

both five points back. AFP

Liverpool and Bayern run riot in Champions
League as Real Madrid edge Inter

Rohit Sharma

Feels good, after that dreadful
loss to KXIP: SRH captain Warner

David Warner
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It feels good now, after that dreadful loss
against KXIP. They (MI) rested a few players

but to hold them to 150 on this ground was great.
A lot of credit goes to the bowlers. Nadeem was
superb. We were trying to be as clinical with
the bat then, and it feels good.
David Warner, SRH Captain
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OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

Ajax Amsterdam beat Denmark's
Midtjylland 2-1. 

Reigning champions Bayern humbled
Salzburg 6-2 in Austria.

Marseille lost 3-0 to Porto.

Manchester City eased past
Olympiakos 3-0.
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“You can motivate by fear, and you can motivate by reward. But both those

methods are only temporary. The only lasting thing is self motivation.”

Homer Rice, former American baseball player

SIMPLY SPORTS
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2020

MI VS KXIP

Mohammed Shami Lockie Ferguson

MI VS RCB

After much hullabaloo, several permutations and rare mathematical possibilities for many teams to qualify

further, MI, SRH, Delhi Capitals (DC) and Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) have made it to the playoffs. Ahead of

the knockout stages, here’s a quick revisit of the five most memorable encounters from the league stages

SRH VS KKR 

AB de Villiers

Kagiso Rabada

Rahul Tewatia

DC VS KXIP

Diogo Jota
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